Concepts of Print: _____ /4
☐ 4. Turns Pages Correctly

Capital Letter Recognition (with Letter Cards): _____ /26
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Writing Name: _____ /2

Number Recognition 1 to 10 (with Number Cards): _____ /10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Color Recognition (with Color Cards): _____ /10
☐ Red  ☐ Orange  ☐ Yellow  ☐ Green  ☐ Blue
☐ Purple  ☐ Black  ☐ Brown  ☐ White  ☐ Pink

Shape Recognition (with Shape Cards): _____ /4
☐ Circle  ☐ Square  ☐ Triangle  ☐ Rectangle

Fine Motor Skills: _____ /2

   Plus Sign  Circle